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GERMAN RESISTANCE

*

By BASIL GINGELL representing the Combined press

Salerno,

September 13*

The German troops in the heights around Salerno are still resisting -with the

greatest intensity the attack directed by troops of the Fifth Army to drive along
the roads that lead to Naples and the plains* There are only two means of exit

from this town to the north, one by the main coast road and the other via

San severino or the inland route*

As these roads leave the town they pass through deep defiles which well placed
hill batteries are quite capable of holding against superior numbers* The Fifth

Army, by their gallant action, opened the first stage of the coast road as it

begins to wind slightly inland but further progress along it is being bitterly

opposed by the enemy who with valuable knowledge of the terrain are making every

yard hard fought.

The battle has in fact resolved itself into a contest for possession of these

gorges* To advance along the inland route units wore in action yesterday afternoon

covered by the gunfire of over seventy guns from field and medium batteries, while

there was also much assistance from Naval units whose big guns were directed on to

targets from the shore* The position at the moment is that our forces, pivoting

on their initial, bridgehead, have swung out in a semi-circle, the furthest north

being just above Salerno*

In the early hours of yesterday morning the German positions above Salerno

were very active and forces fired on the town while a patrol of German troops

actually entered the town* They passed, in fact, down the road -where, with two

other correspondents and an army captain, I was spending the night* We had

returned from the forward area and had found an empty Italian villa a little my

out of Salerno on the slope and here -we put up our beds*

The noise of rifle shots and machine-gun fire awakened us and looking out on

the bright moonlit road we saw a sniper operating from a vantage point in a neighbour-

ing house. Groping our way quietly to the upper rooms -we saw stealthy movements in

the street but despite the fact that our transport was standing by the side of the

villa the patrol moved on and did not bother us#

This -was apparently the only patrol to penetrate right into the town but there

had been a good deal of patrol work by the enemy forces in the area who had made

short, sharp intrusions to attempt to 'interfere with communications# Among the

prisoners that have been taken in this hit and run style of fighting have been a

number of young Nazis some of them in appearance little more than 16 and according

to their story they have only been in Italy for about a month* Other prisoners come

from Poland and one from Sudetin territory*

As the sun set last night behind the hills the great artilleries which we have

now in action, and which were supporting the drive for the capture of the pass on

the inland road, were hurling a heavy barrage over the first range of hills to the

enemy positions beyond* Not more than 50 yards from the house in which I am writing

this a medium gun was operating, the vibrations of the explosions shaking the whole

building, while over the darkening hills clouds of smoke drifted#

The shooting began in the middle of the afternoon and was continued until late

at night. By first light this morning the thunder of our artillery and naval guns

took up the bombardment again with small response from the enemy.

There is still little evidence of the Luftwaffe in this area and although there

was a raid on Salerno on Saturday night, throughout Sunday and during last night no

enemy aircraft were over this sector.
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